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PG 4 Flexx Enduro

PG 6 Flexx DH

PG 8 Flexx E-MTB

Meet the Flexx Handlebar
The confidence inspiring Flexx Handlebar isolates your upper body from

abuse, allowing you to ride longer and charge harder with more control.

Flexx Handlebars are precise in the steer path, yet forgiving in the load

path of the suspension, yielding un compromised control and abuse

reduction, providing the feedback and feel of a traditional bar. Tunable to

your preferences, you control how soft or stiff the bar is.



The Specs
Rise: 25mm

Clamp Diameter: 31.8mm

Weight: 445grams

Width: 800mm

Center width: 63mm

Upsweep: 5-6*

Back sweep: 8* and 12*

Materials: American Made UD carbon,
7075 Aluminum, Titanium

Effective suspension travel: 5*, length
of handle dictates overall travel

Elastomer included: Soft, medium, 
hard compression and rebound 

Flexx Enduro
Perfect for almost every bike and every terrain, our Enduro 

bar is the gold standard for abuse reduction. Whether 

you’re on a full rigid fatbike, a lightweight xc bike, a long 

travel trail bike, or even bike packing, we’ve got you dialed 

with the Flexx Enduro, 

“I have more 
confidence and 
control riding on my 
Flexx Handlebars, 
they’ve allowed 
me to ride longer, 
eliminating shoulder 
and hand pain. Flexx 
bars  allowed me to 
progress as a rider.”

– Nick Dru



Patent#6,860,500

The difference between the Enduro bar and the DH bar is the width of the

center section. Since downhill bikes are direct mount, a wider center

section is necessary. As a result, our DH bar comes in a little wider at

810mm, giving the bike a more stable and controlled feel at speed. 

Flexx DH
The Specs

Rise: 25mm

Clamp Diameter: 31.8mm

Weight: 450grams

Width: 810mm

Center width: 73mm

Upsweep: 5-6*

Back sweep: 8*

Materials: American Made UD carbon,
7075 Aluminum, Titanium

Effective suspension travel: 5*, length
of handle dictates overall travel

Elastomer included: Soft, medium, 
hard compression and rebound 



Our Flexx E-MTB bar is spec’d with an E-tuned elastomer

combination, specifically tuned for the speed, mass, and flow that 

comes with the E Bikes. The limiting factor of many E-mtb rides are 

often hands, wrists, and arm issues as you cover more ground at a 

faster pace. Flexx E-MTB Handlebars minimize those issues so you 

can enjoy each mile as much as the last.

Patent#6,860,500

The Specs
Rise: 25mm

Clamp Diameter: 31.8mm

Weight: 445grams

Width: 800mm

Center width: 73mm

Upsweep: 5-6*

Back sweep: 8* and 12*

Materials: American Made UD carbon,
7075 Aluminum, Titanium

Effective suspension travel: 5*, length
of handle dictates overall travel

Elastomer included: E-tuned soft, medium, 
hard compression and rebound E-tuned elastomers dial 

the bar in for your needs. 

Flexx E-MTB

7075 Aluminum provides 

the skeletal base for 

precise rider input. 

Utilizes American Made UD 

composite handles. 

AMAZING! On bumpy, rocky terrain Flexx 
Handlebars smoothed everything out.  At 
the end of any ride there is a huge difference 
in feeling from my hands, wrists, shoulders, 
neck, back.  On a rigid bar I would always 
have some of feeling joint soreness, or 
muscle tension; that is gone with the Flexx 
Handlebars. I’m more confident with Flexx 
Handlebars, they are one more thing that 
makes my ride more enjoyable & faster 
through certain sections.  Flexx Handlebars 
absorb things that suspension doesn’t!

– Ian Shockley, Owner Bike Fix Utah



Your Fasst Family Promise
Socks
Grips 
Bolts 
Elastomers
Water Bottles
T-Shirts
and More

Check out our  
latest swag, parts  
and accessories online. 
www.fasstmtb.com

 “Ride it, Believe it” Money Back Guarantee! 

Ride Flexx MTB Handlebars for 30 days, if you’re 

not stoked on their performance ship them back 

to us for a refund. See website for details. 

YOUR #FASSTFAMILY PROMISE 

We share your passion. We ride, we race, 

we crash. Which is why we’re committed to 

developing world class products that offer 

true value to your time on the bike while 

simultaneously providing you with the best 

customer service you’ve ever experienced. 

We’re here to work together with you to solve 

any problems, issues, or questions you may 

have. Reach out, we’d love to hear from you.

5 Year Workmanship And Lifetime  

50% Off Damage Warranty  



The best thing about the Flexx Handlebar experience is the consistent

feedback riders of all skill levels, size, and age have had. Universally,

they’re able to ride longer, and have more fun.

As a rider based brand we’ve always loved anything with two wheels.

Disrupters from the beginning, we’re known in moto for our ride 

changing products and exceptional service. We appreciate any feedback 

you have about our products, we love to learn from our riders, and look 

forward to helping you get more enjoyment out of your ride.

www.fasstmtb.com

1337 S 1900 E.Washington, UT 84780

87 7-306-1801

 @fasstcompanymtb
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